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The focus of this study visit was the approach of Flanders towards Integrated regional policy
for business and knowledge development. On day one presentations were given on
Flanders’ policy towards homecare and the financing system to help people with a disability.
As an example of integrated regional policy, the program Flanders’Care, a project where
different policy domains cooperate to stimulate innovation in care. Also iMinds, a research
centre with a focus on ICT was presented. Besides this, some examples on mobility
(demonstration of the care for balance AAL project) were given. The day was completed
with a site visit to nursing home Weverbos, which is an example of implementation of ICT
and ambient assisted living techniques in a real setting.
On the evening of the first day a networking dinner was organized for all project partners
and their experts.
On the second day of the study visit, three different rooms (Patient Room of the Future,
Personalized Residence of the Future and Private-care Room of the Future) were presented.
These rooms are built by PrOF, a consortium of architects, manufacturers, professional
organizations, user groups, social representatives and knowledge institutions was visited.
Number of participants:
th
 Networking dinner on the 9 October: 50
th
 Study visit 10 October: 62
th
 Official dinner 10 October: 63
th
 Study visit 11 October: 39

II. DEBRIEFING ONSITE VISITS
th

On Thursday 10 of October a couple of lectures were given, at first the policy towards
homecare was explained. The Flemish region is the competent authority on home care. In
the lecture several examples of integration of technology and innovation in home care were
given. Good practices are:
 Personal alarm systems;
 Vesta: an electronic data exchange (via web services) between the Flemish Agency for
Care and Health and the professional care providers. It’s main objectives:
- An efficient and prompt payment of subsidies to the services (+ web application for
services: possibility to immediately consult the detailed computation of subsidies);
- Collecting and analyzing policy information (on the basis of the transferred data on
personnel and users).
 Vitalink:
Vitalink is the new Flemish platform that should make real cooperation and data sharing
among various actors in the world of health and welfare concrete. This platform was
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formerly known as the Primary Care Safe. Vitalink guarantees that caregivers always have
the current basic information of a patient/user so that the right decisions can be taken with
regard to diagnosis and treatment at any time and at any place. The information may only
be shared among care actors that have a therapeutic relationship with the patient.
Vitalink also enables the patient/user to consult his/her own care file and any other
information intended for him/her.
Vitalink builds on the federal eHealth platform, which will be responsible for basic services.
For instance, eHealth provides the connectors for integration with the various care actors.
In addition, the platform ensures the encryption of the database and for an unambiguous
identification of the user by means of, among others, the national registration number and
the electronic identity card. There will also be a connection to the federal eHealth register
so that there is always an unambiguous answer to questions as: ‘does the user have access
to a file?’. eHealth will also verify whether or not a therapeutic relation actually exists
between the caregiver and the patient/client before giving access to the data.
The first application that was developed and which must demonstrate the effectiveness of
Vitalink is the medication schedule. The intention is to make the medication schedule of a
patient available electronically for all qualified caregivers. It provides an overview of all of a
patient’s current medication. For each different medication it indicates the period, time and
dose which must be taken.
Afterwards Flanders’ Care was explained.
Flanders’ Care is a programme of the Flanders in Action project – the long-term strategy of
the Flemish Government to become an economically innovative, sustainable and socially
caring society by 2020.
In this context Flanders’ Care is a very relevant project given the fact that it touches upon all
the elements of the Flanders in Action project: increasing demand for innovative and
sustainable care for the ageing population, linked to an economic opportunity.
The mission statement of Flanders’ Care is as follows: “to measurably improve the offering
of quality care through innovation and to stimulate responsible entrepreneurship in the
care economy”.
More information: http://www.flanderscare.be/en
To this end, this initiative mobilizes insights and resources from other policy areas, such as
economy, innovation and employment. We wish to support this ambition with the help of a
number of subsidy instruments.
Together with the regular Agency for Innovation by Science and Technology (IWT) support
for research, there are also the Flanders’ Care demonstration projects. Furthermore,
recently the Living Lab Care were started, which particularly focuses on care of the aged.
Both instruments work with test environments in which products or services can be tested
in a controlled manner with regard to quality and effectiveness. This enables the product to
be perfectly attuned to actual needs.
A good example of the efforts of innovation where a research institute (iMinds) of Flanders
cooperates with other organizations in Europe, is the AAL project Care for Balance (C4B).
C4B will do on-demand and multi-stakeholder service design based on intelligent dashboard
systems representing the status and context of the actors involved. The intelligent
dashboard is an always-on interactive device that is easy to use by older adults. This
dashboard will be used to show status information and will enable communication and
coordination towards the professional and the informal caregiver. The information to feed
the status board will be collected both through user-generated input and through
automatically collected contextual sensor data. The back end system will detect and analyze
care demands and/or cumbersome situations.
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iMinds is a strategic research Center for digital technology, in this center researches from 5
universities are working together. iMinds focuses on 5 different markets, and Health is one
of the main markets.
More information: http://www.iminds.be/en/about-us/markets/p/detail/health
Another lecture was given on Systems of person linked financing in Flanders for people with
disabilities. The Flemish government is working towards a system of person centered
financing. Why?:


Empowerment of people with a disability;



They can make their own choices in life;



More flexible and person-centered care.

Currently there is already a system for person-centered financing as more than 2000 people
already receive a Personal Assistance Budget.
This budget increases the independence at home, in the classroom and at work. It is a
budget to finance and organize assistance by employing personal assistants.
In the new system every person with a disability with a certain amount of need for support
will receive:


A limited “basic support” budget; and



Will be free on how to spend it as there will be no control on spending.

The last lecture focused on “The world of Nestor”: an online tool, mainly meant to help local
governments to create a better world for their elderly citizens. The project was created in
collaboration with the department of elderly care of OCMW Ghent, and with the support of
Design Flanders. The tool is built on 10 personas and their experience with 8 different
topics. These 8 topics are areas where local governments can make the difference for their
elderly citizens. They are based on the WHO report Global age-friendly cities.
The day was closed by a visit to Weverbos, a nursing home for older people.
Each resident is unique. Each person needs a different approach. As a non-profit
organization, WZC Weverbos offers its people the absolute freedom of choice. Each resident
can choose what to eat, when to eat, when to sleep, and most importantly, how to spend
their day.
On Friday the CASA delegation members visited PrOF. Three different projects were
explained and visited:
Patient room Of the Future
A consortium of architects, manufacturers, professional organizations, user groups, social
representatives and teaching institutions present to you the Patient Room of the Future.
It deals with a totally innovative concept of the patient room.
Personalized Residence of the Future
The Open Innovation Platform, a consortium of architects, manufacturers, professional
organizations, user groups, social representatives and innovation institutions.
It deals with a totally innovative concept of a Life Long Living environment.
Private Care room Of the Future
The 'Personalized rest home room of the future' is the result of an intensive examination
into the needs and questions in the area of ageing. As our population ages the world around
us is increasingly confronted with specific questions regarding a growing number of elderly
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people, the insufficient growth of care provision, the government's limited financial
resources, the increasing social isolation etc. PRoF anticipates on this by focusing on ageing
people in their own surroundings with an eye for durability, functionality, user-friendliness,
and contemporary design and all this in accordance with applicable European, national and
regional accessibility norms.
More information: http://www.prof-projects.com/

III LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE PARTNERSHIP

Area
(self-management /policy/ICT)

Learning
Outcome 1

Integrated regional
innovation in care

policy

on

Key characteristics

By cooperating between the policy domains
Welfare, Innovation and Economy different
instruments can be combined to make
optimal
conditions
for
stimulating
entrepreneurship in care.
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Learning
Outcome 2

ICT solutions for home care





Vespa is an electronic data exchange (via
web services) between the Flemish
Agency for Care and Health and the
professional care providers. It has as
main objectives:
o An efficient and prompt
payment of subsidies to the
services (+ web Application for
services: possibility to consult
the detailed computation of
subsidies immediately)
o Collecting and analysing policy
information (on the basis of the
transferred data on personnel
and users)
Vitalink is the new Flemish platform that
should make real cooperation and data
sharing among various actors in the
world of health and welfare concrete.
Vitalink guarantees that care givers
always have the current basic
information of a patient/user so that the
right decisions can be taken with regard
to diagnosis and treatment at any time
and at any place. The information may
only be shared among care actors that
have a therapeutic relationship with the
patient.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL BEST PRACTICES

1.Name of the Region

Flanders

Potential Best Practice

Integrated policy on business development

Flanders’ Care is a true Flanders in Action project in the sense that it is a
social challenge, namely, the increasing demand for care for an ageing
population, linked to an economic opportunity.
Brief Characteristics
Of the Practice

The mission statement of Flanders’ Care is as follows: to measurably
improve the offering of quality care through innovation and to stimulate
responsible entrepreneurship in the care economy.
To this end, we mobilize insights and resources from welfare and other
policy areas – economy, innovation and employment.
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2. Name of the Region

Flanders

Potential Best Practice

Use of data sharing and ICT in home care: examples of VESPA and Vitalink.

Brief Characteristics
of
the Practice

In Flanders much efforts are done to stimulate data sharing in different
areas of care. By using VESPA administrative efficiency is enhanced.
Vitalink is another platform that focuses on safely storing patient data in
order to enhance data sharing between different care providers.

FINAL REMARKS
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS (PER REGION)
Region

Last name

Name

Organization

Email

1

Raposo Triano

Fernanda

Regional Ministry of
Equality, Health and
Social Policy of
Andalusia

estela.perez@juntadeandalucia.es

2

Alonso Trujillo

Federico

Social Services and
Dependency Agency.
Regional Ministry of
Equality, Health and
Social Policy of
Andalucia

estela.perez@juntadeandalucia.es

1

Dedeu

Toni

Ministry of Health of
Catalonia

dedeu.toni@gmail.com

2

Garcia-Milà Vidal

Ignasi

TicSalut Foundation

igarciamila@ticsalut.cat

1

Carlsson

Anders

New Tools for Health

anders.carlsson@newtoolsforhealth.com

2

Felizia

Inga-Lill

Municipality of
Norrköping

ingalill.felizia@norrkoping.se

3

Larsson

Ann-Christine

Municipality of
Norrköping

annchristine.larsson@norrkoping.se

4

Lindahl

Maria

Elderly care
Department

maria.lindahl@linkoping.se

5

von Sydow

Ingrid

Linkopings Kommun

ingrid.von.sydow@linkoping.se

1

Ackaert

Ann

iMinds

ann.ackaert@intec.ugent.be

2

Bongers

Sarie

Freelance Consultant

sariebongers@gmail.com

3

Boschmans

Katleen

iMinds

katleen.boschmans@iminds.be

4

Claerhoudt

Hans

DomusAdmin (WZC
Weverbos)

hans.claerhoudt@trinsy.Be

5

De Buck

Ronald

Weverbos

ronald.debuck@wzcdefoyer.be

6

De Rudder

Carmen

Departement Welzijn,
Volksgezondheid en
Gezin

carmen.derudder@wvg.vlaanderen.be

Andalucia

Cataluña

East of
Sweden

Flanders
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7

Delporte

Hans

InfoClarity

hans.delporte@infoclarity.eu

8

Dominguez

Fabian

Flemish Government

fabian.dominguez@wvg.vlaanderen.be

9

Galjaard

Roos

Bureau PAU

galjaard@pau.nl

10

Heyerick

Isabelle

Flemish Parliament

fabian.dominguez@wvg.vlaanderen.be

11

Hinnekint

Bie

OCMW Gent

bie.hinnekint@ocmwgent.be

12

Houben

Geert

Cubigo

ghouben@cubigo.com

13

Houthuys

Loes

Flanders' Care

loes.houthuys@wvg.vlaanderen.be

14

Kimpe

Katrien

Flemish Government

katrien.kimpe@wvg.vlaanderen.Be

15

Lauwers

Danny

DomusAdmin (WZC
Weverbos)

16

Morlion

Birgit

iMinds

birgit.morlion@iminds.be

17

Mornie

Peter

WZC Weverbos

Peter.mornie@wzcfoyer.be

18

Morris

Marc

Flemish Government

fabian.dominguez@wvg.vlaanderen.be

19

Nachtergaele

Wouter

Flemish Government

wouter.nachtergaele@iv.vlaanderen.be

20

Staelraeve

Sofie

Voka

sofie.staelraeve@voka.be

21

Stevens

Helga

Flemish Parliament &
Senate

helga@helgastevens.be

22

Taillieu

Hilde

ZorgAndersTv

hilde@zorganderstv.be

23

Theunis

Jos

Flemish Agency for
Disabled People

jos.theunis@vaph.be

24

Tijssens

Yves

WZC Weverbos

yves.tijssens@weverbos.be

25

Timmers

Paul

European Commission
- DG CONNECT

paul.timmers@ec.europa.eu

26

Van Buggenhout

Michael

ZorgAndersTv

michael@zorganderstv.be

27

Van Hecke

Jan

PrOF project

jan.van.hecke@skynet.be

28

Vandeurzen

Jo

Flemish Government

fabian.dominguez@wvg.vlaanderen.be

29

Vanrumste

Bart

iMind FH / KU Leuven

bart.vanrumste@esat.kuleuven.be

30

Vermeire

Tom

Flemish Agency for
Health and Care

tom.vermeire@wvg.vlaanderen.be

31

Willems

Karen

iMinds

karen.willems@iminds.be

32

Wouters

Veerle

Dienstencentrum
Gid(t)s

veerle.wouters@gidts.be

Apuzzo

Matteo

Local Health Authority

matteo.apuzzo@welfare.fvg.it

Friuli Venezia
Giulia
1
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5 - FVG Region
Bertetti

Massimiliano

Polo Tecnologico di
Pordenone

massimiliano.bertetti@polo.pn.it

1

Daria

Nochevnik

Kent County Council

brussels.office@kent.gov.uk

2

Davis

Alison

Kent and Medway
Commissioning
Support

alison.davis@nhs.net

3

Judges

Ann

Kent and Medway
Commissioning
Support

ann.judges@nhs.net

4

Maria Francesca

Vencato

Kent County Council

MariaFrancesca.Vencato@kent.gov.uk

5

Osadiya

Adekemi

Kent and Medway
Commissioning
Support

adekemi.osadiya@nhs.net

6

Stewart

Robert

Kent County Council

robert.stewart@nhs.net

7

Tidmarsh

Anne

Kent County Council

anne.tidmarsh@kent.gov.uk

1

Dam

Ingrid

Zet

idam@zet-brabant.nl

2

Geelen

Eva

KBO-Brabant

evatilburg@live.nl

3

Kaag

Astrid

Province of NoordBrabant

akaag@brabant.nl

4

Kampen

Janneke

Syntens
Innovatiecentrum

janneke.kampen@syntens.nl

5

Meijs

Hilde

Summa Zorg

hatw.meijs@summacollege.nl

6

Mermans

Edwin

Province of NoordBrabant

emermans@brabant.nl

7

Rietsema

Jan

Minase Consulting

jan@minase.nl

8

Schlangen

Eric

HabiPro

ericschlangen@habipro.nl

9

Slabbekoorn

Jantiene

Brabant

jantienesl@gmail.com

10

Swinkels

Marielle

Zorgtechnoservice

m.swinkels@zorgtechnoservice.nl

11

van Berlo

Ad

Smart Homes

a.vberlo@smart-homes.nl

12

Vermeulen

Saskia

Simac ShareCare

saskia.vermeulen@simac.com

2

Kent County
Council

NoordBrabant

9

Halland
1

Isaksson

Kristina

Laholms kommun

kristina.isaksson@laholm.se

2

Larsson

Malin

Region Halland

malin.larsson@regionhalland.se

1

Campbell

Arlene

NHS 24

arlene.campbell@nhs24.scot.nhs.uk

2

Dorrian

Cathy

Scottish Centre for
Telehealth &
Telecare/NHS 24

cathy.dorrian@nhs.net

1

Parry

David

SEHTA

david.parry@sehta.co.uk

2

Sadler

Mike

SEHTA

sadler59@btinternet.com

1

Beck

Lotte

Region of Southern
Denmark

lotte.beck@rsyd.dk

2

Molholt

Louise

Southern Denmark
Health Innovation

louise.molholt@rsyd.dk

3

Nielsen

Lasse

Southern Denmark
Health Innovation

lasse.norgaard.nielsen@rsyd.dk

1

Filip

Alexandru

Filip Alexandru
Architecture Office

alexandrufilip1914@yahoo.com

2

Sinca

Mirela-Carina

Timis County Council

mirela_carina@yahoo.com

1

Centis

Giorgia

Arsenàl.IT

gcentis@consorzioarsenal.it

2

Oliani

Andrea

LHA of Verona

andrea.oliani@ulss20.verona.it

1

Cieszkiewicz

Jarosław

Marshall Office of
Wielkopolska Region

monika.zembrzycka@rops.poznan.pl

2

Deja

Radosław

Regional Centre of
Social Policy in Poznan

monika.zembrzycka@rops.poznan.pl

3

Zembrzycka

Monika

Regional Centre of
Social Policy in Poznan

monika.zembrzycka@rops.poznan.pl

Scotland

SEHTA

South
Denmark

Timis

Veneto region

Wielkopolska
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Coral
1

Dawson

Jonathan

Jon Dawson Associates

jon@jondawsonassociates.co.uk
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